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Forgotten Books, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****. Excerpt from A Sanskrit Handbook for the Fireside Believing this as a theory, I
resolved to test it by actual experi ment. I invited a half - dozen young ladies, recently graduated
from our town schools, to undertake the study of Sanskrit, without any books to help them, or any
written instructions except those of the black-board. The first lesson was confined to the alphabet.
The Sanskrit equivalents were written over the English letters just in the order in which these are
placed. Then short, simple English words, in which the consonant is preceded and followed by a
vowel, were spelt in Sanskrit, such as Abi, Ira, Helen, c. Then words with the simpler combinations of
consonants were taken, as Abbot, Blake, Butler, Graham, c. Next, names involving the most com
plicated clusters of consonants were tried, as Phillipston, Pittsfield, c. When these were
accomplished, we expelled the hyphen from English compound words, and spelt dishcloth,
cornthresher, black guard, c. In the course of an hour, the whole class had mastered and applied
the most involved and difficult combinations to be found or...
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Reviews
It in a of my personal favorite book. This is certainly for anyone who statte there had not been a worth studying. I found out this ebook from my i and dad
advised this pdf to learn.
-- Delphine Lebsa ck
This is an incredible ebook which i actually have ever go through. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a really worth reading. I am just
quickly can get a delight of reading a published book.
-- Ms. Colleen Ziema nn V
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